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Abstract
Literature data indicate that the effect on blood glucose levels of a single bout of exercise may persist up to 48-h
after cessation of exercise. Regular exercise improves insulin sensitivity and blood glucose control in subjects with
type 2 diabetes and is considered a key element in the management of this condition. However, adaptive responses
to exercise are altered in diabetic subjects and medications used in these patients may cause inappropriate insulin
levels for the concurrent blood glucose concentrations, with a possible increase in risk for hypoglycaemia. Recently,
the development and clinical availability of systems for the continuous monitoring of glucose (continuous glucose
monitoring system, CGMS), have made it possible to continuously record blood glucose levels for several days in
real life conditions, showing that possible differences in blood glucose levels of these individuals may occur during
and after a single bout of exercise, depending on the characteristics of the physical activity. In particular, differences
between aerobic vs resistance exercise and between low-intensity vs high-intensity exercise have been reported.
However, there are only a few, small heterogeneous studies on this topic, and results are to some extent discordant,
limiting any conclusions.
Further research on this issue is needed before we can reach clear conclusions. In particular, the role of
differences in frequency, duration, intensity, type and timing of exercise needs to be carefully investigated. Hopefully,
this information will assist clinicians and exercise specialists in designing personalized exercise programmes
and strategies aimed at optimally improving glucose control of type 2 diabetic patients, also limiting the risk for
hypoglycaemia. In this article, we review the literature regarding the acute effect of different types of exercise on
glucose levels, as measured by CGMS, in subjects with type 2 diabetes.

Keywords: Exercise; CGMS; Type 2 diabetes; Aerobic training;
Resistance training; Blood glucose
Introduction
Regular exercise training improves insulin sensitivity and blood
glucose control in subjects with type 2 diabetes [1] and is considered
a key element in the management of this condition [2]. Furthermore,
regular exercise in these subjects offers a number of additional benefits,
such as improved body composition with increased skeletal muscle
mass and decreased fat mass, especially ectopic and abdominal fat [3,4],
improved blood pressure and lipid profile, increased cardiorespiratory
fitness [5], as well as increased physical capacity and well-being, even
in older people [6].
Both aerobic and resistance exercise training may be helpful
in these patients. It is noteworthy that these exercise modalities
share some general effects, but differ in their specific characteristics
and effects. Aerobic training, such as walking or jogging, involves
repetitive and rhythmic contraction of large muscle groups, promoting
cardiorespiratory fitness, whereas resistance training, such as
weightlifting, typically engages relatively slow, high force contractions,
promoting musculoskeletal fitness and stimulating the increase in
muscle cross-sectional area. A single bout of physical exercise has an
insulin-like effect, enhancing glucose uptake even in the presence of
insulin resistance [7]. The effect on glucose tolerance of a single session
of exercise may persist for periods from 2-h to 48-h after cessation of
exercise [7-9], both in diabetic and non diabetic patients.
In healthy subjects, the coordination and integration of the
sympathetic nervous and endocrine systems play a crucial role in
the maintenance of blood glucose levels at the physiological levels
during and after physical exercise [10]. Although muscle contraction
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may substantially increase glucose uptake in skeletal muscle, glucose
levels are generally maintained within the narrow physiological range
through liver gluconeogenesis and glycogenolysis, and mobilization of
alternate fuels. These mechanisms are altered in subjects with diabetes
mellitus, who have an impaired capacity to regulate glucose levels, and
anti-diabetic medications may further contribute to this alteration, as
drug-modulated insulin levels may be inappropriate for the concurrent
blood glucose concentrations during exercise.
In older studies, glucose changes during and after exercise were
measured by finger-stick blood glucose measurement or by more
precise laboratory assays on blood samples, at standardized time
points. However, both these approaches greatly limit the possibility of
monitoring blood glucose changes over prolonged periods in real life
conditions. In the last few years, a new tool, the continuous glucose
monitoring system (CGMS), has been validated and is increasingly
used in clinical practice, as it allows physicians and researchers to
continuously monitor glucose levels in real life conditions, including
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physical activity, for several consecutive days [11,12]. In this article we
review the literature regarding the acute effect of exercise on glucose
control in subjects with type 2 diabetes, as measured by CGMS.

[15]. The glucose level displayed by the monitor is thus an estimate of
blood glucose and is an average level derived from data measured over
the preceding 1 to 5 minutes [12].

Exercise for Type 2 Diabetes

Currently, there are two different types of devices. Most of the
systems in clinical usage employ a sensor with an enzyme tipped
electrode which is placed into the interstitial fluid, usually of the
abdomen wall. The enzyme catalyses oxidation of glucose and this
process generates an electrical current in the electrode. This current
is transformed into a signal, which is transmitted wirelessly from the
sensor to the receiver.

The chronic beneficial effect of exercise on metabolic alterations of
individuals with type 2 diabetes is attributed to the cumulative effects of
successive bouts of exercise. Therefore, it is recommended that exercise
be performed at least 3-4 times per week. Interestingly, recent RCTs
showed that both aerobic and resistance exercise may reduce HbA1c
levels in type 2 diabetes patients [3,13,14], also suggesting that their
combination may be more effective [13,14].
The recent American College of Sport Medicine (ACSM) and
American Diabetes Association (ADA) guidelines for exercise in
diabetes recommend performing at least 150 minutes per week of
moderate to vigorous aerobic exercise, at least 3 days a week, with no
more than 2 consecutive days between single bouts of exercise [2].
Specifically, aerobic exercise should be at least of moderate intensity,
corresponding approximately to 40-60% of heart rate reserve (HRR) or
maximal oxygen uptake (VO2max). More benefit may be derived from
vigorous exercise training, with an intensity >60% of HRR. In addition,
according to ACSM/ADA recommendations, type 2 diabetic patients
should also undertake moderate to vigorous resistance training at least
2-3 times a week, using weight machines and free weights, including
5-10 exercises involving the major muscle groups (upper and lower
body, core). Resistance exercise training should be moderate (50% of
1 repetition maximum, 1-RM) or vigorous (75-80% of 1-RM), with
completion of 10-15 repetitions to near fatigue per set, whereas very
strenuous strength exercise (>85% 1-RM) is generally not recommended
for these subjects, especially for those with hypertension. For optimal
resistance training three to four sets should be performed. ACSM/
ADA guidelines highlight the recommendation that initial instruction
and periodic supervision by a qualified exercise trainer be guaranteed,
particularly for resistance training programmes [2].
It is noteworthy that several factors may influence fuel utilization
during exercise. The intensity and duration of exercise are recognized
key factors in affecting blood glucose levels. However, it remains
unclear whether the acute effect of a single bout of exercise on blood
glucose may also differ according to the exercise type. To improve our
knowledge about the acute effect of exercise on blood glucose and to
enhance our ability to prescribe exercise as an effective strategy for
optimizing glucose control, more information is needed about the
influence of different characteristics of exercise, such as type, duration,
intensity, or timing of exercise programmes, on blood glucose levels,
during and after the exercise sessions.

Continuous Glucose Monitoring System
CGMS provides an estimated value of blood glucose by measuring
interstitial glucose and using mathematical algorithms. With the
currently available devices a new measurement is available every 3-5
minutes, for several days.
Each device comprises a sensor, a transmitter and a receiver. In
order to generate the blood glucose reading, the system calibrates the
sensor data against capillary blood glucose measurements, carried out
at least one to three times a day. A physiological time lag for interstitial
glucose to equilibrate with blood glucose exists, and this difference is
most marked at time of rapid changes in blood glucose. Advances in
sensor technology have reduced this time lag to around 10-15 minutes
J Diabetes Metab
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An alternative device uses a microdialysis system to sample
interstitial fluid for direct measurement of glucose. In this system a
microdialysis fiber (length 2 cm) is inserted subcutaneously into the
periumbelical region and then connected to a portable apparatus
(weight about 250 g) and two plastic bags (one for the buffer reservoir
and the other for waste products). The whole apparatus is contained in a
small wearable pouch and worn with a belt. This system is considerably
more cumbersome, limiting its acceptability and the possibility of
using it in some exercise conditions.
A comparison of several modern CGMS showed that the clinical
accuracy of the available devices is similar during euglycemia, although
some of them may work better during hypoglycaemia [12]. In general,
performance of CGMS may be lower when glucose levels are changing
rapidly or in conditions of hypoglycemia.
As specifically regards the accuracy of CGMS devices during
exercise, data are limited. A study assessed the accuracy of a modern
CGMS (Medtronic Minimed®) in 50 children and adolescents with
type 1 diabetes, both during an exercise session (75 min on a treadmill,
153 CGMS-reference pairs) and in non-exercise conditions (944 pairs)
[16]. As a whole, about two thirds of pairs met the ISO criteria, with
similar results during exercise and at other times.
Recently, this issue was assessed in pregnant women with type 1
diabetes, performing 55 min of brisk walking on a treadmill [17]. This
study showed that, comparing the results of the current-generation
Freestyle Navigator® sensor with the corresponding reference glucose
concentrations, CGMS accuracy was significantly lower during
exercise. The relative absolute difference between paired sensor and
reference glucose values was 18.4% vs. 11.8% at rest. These differences
remained significant also when correcting for the relative rate of
change in plasma glucose levels. In addition, analysis by glucose range
showed lower accuracy during hypoglycemia for both sedentary
and exercise conditions. Using error grid analysis, which estimates
whether inaccuracy of glucose measurements may potentially lead
to inappropriate treatment, 96% of CGMS values were clinically safe
under resting conditions compared with 87% during exercise [17].
The concordance of CGMS and self monitoring of blood glucose
(SMBG) was recently assessed in patients with type 2 diabetes, during
daily activities and two different exercise sessions [11]. Agreement
between SMBG and CGMS was lower during exercise, but more than
90% of the readings were similar. Nevertheless, it should be borne in
mind that CGMS may work even better that traditional SMBG, at least
in the normal and elevated glucose ranges [18]. The Kovatchev group
analysed data pairs collected with CGMS and SMBG and compared
these data with glucose reference values, by error grid analysis: the
“clinically accurate,” “benign errors,” and “clinical errors” were 92.7%,
3.7%, and 3.6% for CGMS vs. 86.8%, 8.7%, and 4.5% for SMBG [18].
However, in the hypoglycemic range SMBG was more accurate.
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As regards device accuracy when glucose levels are rapidly
changing, a recent study compared one modern CGMS (Paradigm®
722 Real-Time) and reference glucose values in response to OGTT [19].
In this study there were increased mismatches and lag times between
reference and CGMS values after oral glucose, most notably during the
initial phase of rapid increase in glucose levels. CGMS underestimated
peak blood glucose by an average of 2.7 mM, and there was a peak
blood glucose time lag of about 20 min.
Currently, the CGMS makes it possible to record the glucose profile
of an individual in real life conditions for up to 5-7 days. However, a
recent study showed that, with some devices, CGMS accuracy may not
deteriorate over 9 days of wear [19]. The data can be easily downloaded
by a PC and analyzed, to evaluate the effects on glucose levels of several
factors, such as food, drug timing and exercise. Although physicians
and researchers must be aware of the limitations of these devices,
CGMS currently represents a novel and irreplaceable tool for prolonged
assessment over time of glucose behaviour in a real life setting.

Differences in the Acute Effect of Exercise on Glucose
Control: Analysis of Blood Glucose Levels During the
Exercise Session
A few small studies have evaluated the acute effect of exercise
on blood glucose levels in subjects with type 2 diabetes, by CGMS.
These studies cannot be easily compared as their designs were very
heterogeneous, especially in terms of intensity and type of exercise
(Table 1).
We have recently assessed the acute effect on blood glucose of a
single 60 min bout of exercise in 25 non-insulin treated type 2 diabetes
patients, randomized to aerobic or resistance exercise training for 4
months in the RAED2 trial [20]. In these patients, glucose monitoring
was carried out during an exercise session and the following 48-h
period, under free-living conditions. Interestingly, although the aerobic
and the resistance training induced similar long-term improvements in
HbA1c levels [3], the effect of a single bout of exercise differed between
groups. A comparison of the glucose area under the curve (AUC)
during the 60 min exercise session and the corresponding time of the
non-exercise day in the two exercise groups showed that blood glucose
levels were lower during the exercise period in the aerobic training
group, but not in the resistance training group.
Van Dijk et al. carried out a series of studies on this topic. In a first
study, Praet et al. [21] assessed the effects of an acute bout of moderate
intensity leg resistance exercise followed by high-intensity interval
exercise on the subsequent 24-h blood glucose profile in 11 insulintreated type 2 diabetic patients, under free-living conditions. These
subjects performed an initial procedure of 5-min cycling on a bicycle
ergometer at 40% of their individual Wmax, followed by two sets of 10
repetitions on three resistance exercise machines targeting the upper
body, to provide a whole-body warm-up. Thereafter, the resistance
exercise session targeted the legs, with two sets of 10 repetitions on the
horizontal leg-press machine and two sets of 10 repetitions on the legextension machine, at 50% of the individual 1RM, with approximately
2 min of rest between sets. Resistance exercise was followed by four
bouts of 30-s high-intensity interval exercise on a bicycle ergometer,
alternated with 60 s of 15-W recovery. The total training regimen
required approximately 45 min to be completed. These authors
reported that glucose levels declined during exercise and remained
lower for approximately 3 h after cessation of training.
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In a subsequent study they compared the impact on blood glucose
levels of a single bout of moderate intensity aerobic or resistance
training, vs non exercise, in 30 subjects with type 2 diabetes treated
with either insulin or oral hypoglycemic agents [22]. A group of
subjects with impaired glucose tolerance patients (IGT) was also
included in this study. These authors did not find statistically significant
differences in the average blood glucose concentrations and time spent
in hyperglycemia following the exercise [22]. In another study, they
compared the effect on glucose levels after breakfast of a fixed volume
of 60 min of moderate intensity aerobic exercise, carried out just before
breakfast as a single bout on alternate days (“60 min alternate day”
design), or subdivided in 30 min of exercise every day (“30 min daily”
design) [23]. The study reports that during the first day the greater
the volume, the higher the effect on blood glucose, i.e. blood glucose
reduction was greater in the “60 min alternate day” than in the “30 min
daily” design; however, during the second day a lower blood glucose
was recorded in the “30 min daily” design. In both designs glucose
concentrations were lower than those measured on a non-exercise day.
More recently, Figueira et al. [24] compared the effects of more
vigorous aerobic vs combined training. They reported that blood
glucose was similarly reduced during the sessions with both the exercise
modalities, as compared to a non-exercise day, and that it returned to
baseline levels about 3 hours after exercise.
As a whole, these data support the recommendation of performing
at least 30 min of daily exercise, reported in the most authoritative
guidelines for exercise prescription in subjects with type 2 diabetes,
as a strategy to improve the daily glycemic control of these patients.
Nevertheless, available data are limited and very heterogeneous. The
reduction in glucose levels during a single bout of exercise appears
quite different in these studies. These differences might be explained
in part by differences in characteristics of the subjects, as well as the
medication in use and/or caloric intake.
However, glucose control might be another relevant issue. In this
regard, a previous study investigated the role of pre-exercise blood
glucose levels of diabetic patients [25], either at fasting or at different
time points in post-prandial conditions - up to 8-h after food ingestionby measuring capillary blood glucose before and immediately after
a 60 min moderate intensity aerobic exercise. When exercise was
performed in fasted conditions, glucose levels did not change if preexercise glucose was between 6-8 mmol/l, but it significantly increased
if pre-exercise glycemia was below, and decreased if it was above this
interval. However, in post-prandial conditions most exercise sessions
were associated with an 18-50% decrease in glucose levels, this value
being associated with both the pre-exercise glucose value and the time
interval between the meal and the onset of exercise [25].
While these aspects should be carefully considered in future
studies, preliminary results suggest that differences in exercise type,
volume and intensity, and also the duration of the interventions are
likely to be relevant issues. In particular, it is interesting to note that
aerobic training might be more effective than resistance training in
reducing glucose levels during a single bout of exercise.

Differences in the Acute Effect of Exercise on Glucose
Control: Analysis of Blood Glucose Levels in the 24-48
h Periods Following Completion of the Exercise Session
It is widely accepted that the metabolic effect of a single bout of
exercise may persist for periods from 2-h to 48-h after cessation of
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Study

Patients

Design and type of
CGMS

Type of Exercise

Diet

- RES ex (50% 1RM) plus
high-intensity interval ex:
24-h before and 24-h
whole-body warm-up;
11 overweight after exercise
Praet et
two leg exercises, 2 set, 10 Subjects asked to closely
and obese
al.
rep; and
match their daily nutritional
(males);
Day-time of ex: 11.00
2006 [21]
four 30-s high- intensity
intake
insulin treated
interval exercises on a
CGMS: microdialysis
bicycle, alternated with
60-s recovery
9 overweight 24-h after exercise
Manders (males);
et al.
non-insulin
Day-time of ex: 09.00
2006 [28] treated
CGMS: microdialysis

30 overweight
and obese
24-h after exercise
Van Dijk (males);
et al. 2011 either insulin Day-time of ex: 11.00
[22]
treated or
non-insulin
CGMS: microdialysis
treated

Blood glucose
↓RESex vs
pre-ex

- AER ex: 45 min of cycling
(50% Wmax);
- RES ex: 45 min, upper
body ex, 3 set, 10 rep, 20- Meals in pre-weighed
40% bodyweight; plus
packages
lower body ex 5 set, 10 rep
at 55-75% 1RM;
- Non-ex: seated for 45
min

Mean 24-h glucose
↓AER and RES ex vs non-ex
No difference AER ex vs RES ex
Hyperglycemia (duration, 24-h)
Mean glucose ↓AER and RES ex vs non-ex
No difference
No difference AER ex vs RES ex
Hyperglycemia (time periods)
Hyperglycemia ↓AER ex during afternoon and evening
(duration)
↓RES ex during nocturnal period
No difference
↓AER and RES ex during following
morning period
Hypoglycemia (duration, 24-h)
No difference
Hypoglycemia (time periods)
↑AER ex during evening

- AER ex:
45-60 min of cycling (35Day-time of ex: 10.00
50% Wmax);
(after breakfast)
- Non-ex: seated for 4560 min
CGMS: microdialysis

Day-time of ex:
- 9.15 for AER-ex
(after breakfast);
- 9.15, 12.15, and
16.45 for DLA (after
the main meals)

Mean 24-h glucose
No difference
Glucose variability (CONGA)
No difference
Hyperglycemia (duration)
↓day after ex
Hypoglycemia (duration)
No difference

-

Mean glucose
- First day:
↓both AER ex vs
non-ex;
↓AERex “60” vs
AERex ”30+30”.
- Second day:
↓both AER ex vs
non-ex;
↓AERex “30+30”
vs AERex “60”.

- AER ex:
45-min of cycling
(~6 METs)
- DLA: three 15-min bouts
of postmeal strolling (~3
METs)
- Non-ex: habitual
sedentary condition

Meals in pre-weighed
packages

Standardized
dietary conditions

Mean 24-h glucose and AUC
↓low-intensity ex vs non-ex
Hyperglycemia (duration, 24-h)
↓low-intensity ex vs non-ex
Hyperglycemia (after dinner)
↓low- and-high intensity ex vs non-ex

Mean 24-h glucose
↓both AER ex on the first and second day
Hyperglycemia (% of the time)
↓both AER ex on the first and second day

-

Mean 24-h glucose
↓AER ex in both insulin and non-insulin
treated;
Hyperglycemia (duration, 24-h)
↓AER ex
Hypoglycemia (duration, 24-h)
No difference
Glucose variability (CONGA)
↓AER ex

-

Mean 24-h glucose
↓AER ex
Hyperglycemia (duration, 24-h)
↓AER ex
Post-prandial glucose
↓AER ex, at each meal
↓AER and DLA, for the cumulative
glucose response to meals

24-h after exercise

72-h, exercise on the
second day
20 overweight
Van Dijk and obese
et al. 2013 (males);
[30]
non-insulin
treated

During exercise After exercise

- Low-intensity ex: 60 min
of cycling
(35% Wmax);
Meals in pre-weighed
- High-Intensity ex: 60 min
packages
of cycling
(70% Wmax);
- Non-ex: seated for 60
min

- AER ex “60”: 60 min of
30 overweight
48-h after exercise
cycling (50% Wmax) the
and obese
first day;
Van Dijk (males);
Meals in pre-weighed
Day-time of ex: 10.00 - AER ex “30+30”: 30 min
et al. 2012 either insulin
packages
(after breakfast)
of cycling (50% Wmax)
[23]
treated or
each day;
non-insulinCGMS: microdialysis Non-ex: habitual sedentary
treated
condition

60 overweight
and obese
Van Dijk (males);
et al. 2013 either insulin
[29]
treated or
non-insulintreated

Effect on blood glucose

CGMS: microdialysis
- AER ex (n=13): 60min,
48-h during and after
60-65% HRR;
25 overweight
exercise
- RES ex (n=12): 60 min,
and obese
Subjects asked to closely
Bacchi
9 ex, 3 series, 10
(both males
match their daily nutritional
et al.
Day-time of ex: 18.30
repetitions at 70-80%
and females);
intake
2012 [20]
1RM;
non-insulin
CGMS: glucose
-Non-ex: corresponding
treated
oxidase
time periods in non-ex day
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24-h glucose AUC
No difference
48-h glucose AUC
No difference
Glucose AUC
Nocturnal glucose AUC
↓AER ex vs RES
↓AER ex vs Non-ex
ex and Non-ex
Hyperglycemia (HBGI)
No difference
Hypoglycemia (LBGI)
↑AER ex during nocturnal period vs Nonex day
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24-h before and 48-h
14 overweight
after exercise
and obese
Figueira
(both males
et al. 2013
Day-time of ex:12.00
and females);
[24]
non-insulin
CGMS: glucose
treated
oxidase

Mikus et
al. 2012
[31]

72-h before exercise,
and 72-h in the last
3 days of seven
13 overweight
consecutive days of
and obese
training
(both males
and females);
Day-time of ex: not
non-insulin
specified
treated
CGMS: glucose
oxidase

Gillen et
al. 2012
[35]

24-h after exercise
7 overweight
and obese
Day-time of ex: 08.00
(gender not
(1.5 h after breakfast)
specified);
non-insulin
CGMS: glucose
treated
oxidase

48-h after exercise
9 obese (both
Oberlin et males and
Day-time of ex: 06.30
al. 2013
females);
[32]
non-insulin
CGMS: glucose
treated
oxidase

- AER ex: 40 min at 70%
peak heart rate
Subjects asked to closely
- COMB ex: 20 min at 70%
match their daily nutritional
peak heart rate and 4 RES
intake
exercises, 3 sets of 12 rep
at 65% 1RM

-AER ex: 60 min, (20 min
treadmill walking, 20 min
stationary cycling, 20 min
treadmill walking) at 6075% HRR
-Non-ex: habitual
sedentary condition

Standardized dietary
conditions. Additional
snacks during training days matched for exercise energy
cost

- High intensity interval
ex: ten 60-s cycling efforts
at 89% Wmax, alternated
Individualized diets
with 60-s recovery;
-Non-ex: corresponding
time periods in non-ex day
-AER ex: 60 min, (20 min
treadmill walking, 20 min
stationary cycling, 20 min
treadmill walking) at 6075% HRR
-Non-ex: habitual
sedentary condition

Blood glucose
↓AER and
COMB ex vs
pre-ex

Standardized
dietary conditions

-

-

24-h glucose AUC
No difference
48-h glucose AUC
No difference
Hyperglycemia (episodes)
No difference between AER and COMB
ex and vs pre-ex
Glucose variability (MAGE, variance, CV
and SD)
↓COMB ex vs pre-ex
Mean 24-h glucose
No difference
Hyperglycemia (duration, 24-h)
↓AER ex
Post-prandial glucose
↓AER ex
Hypoglycemia (duration, 24-h)
↓AER ex
Glucose variability (glucose excursions)
↓AER ex
Mean 24-h glucose
No difference
Hyperglycemia (duration, 24-h)
↓HIT ex
Post-prandial glucose
↓HIT ex
Mean 24-h glucose
↓AER ex during the first day
Post-prandial glucose
↓AER ex for the cumulative glucose
response to meals over the two days

AER: Aerobic Training; AUC: Area Under The Curve; COMB: Combined Aerobic and Resistance Exercise Training; CONGA: Continuous Overall Net Glycemic Action; CV:
Coefficient of Variation; DLA: Daily Living Activities; ex: Exercise; HBGI: High Blood Glucose Index; HIT: High-Intensity Interval Training; HRR: Heart Rate Reserve; LBGI:
Low Blood Glucose Index; MAGE: Mean Amplitude of Glycemic Excursion; Rep: Repetitions; RES: Resistance Training; SD: Standard Deviation; W:Watt; Wmax: Maximal
Watt; ↓:Significantly Reduced; ↑: Significantly Increased
Table 1: Summary of studies assessing the effect of a single bout of exercise on blood glucose in type 2 diabetes subjects by CGMS.

exercise [7-9], both in diabetic and non-diabetic subjects. This statement
is based on studies which assessed the effect of exercise on glucose
levels, as measured by finger-stick blood glucose or by laboratory assay
at standardized time point, and/or insulin sensitivity. Our knowledge
of the possible differences associated with the characteristics of exercise
is still very limited, and guidelines do not indicate whether in diabetic
patients diet and medication adaptation linked to exercise should differ
according to any specific characteristics of training.
CGMS may be very useful in providing clinical information about
the short-term effect of a single bout of exercise on blood glucose.
Time spent in hyperglycemia and/or hypoglycaemia may be accurately
assessed for several days after each exercise session in free living
conditions, potentially allowing the physician to obtain important
information for optimal use of exercise in diabetic patients.
A recent metaanalysis of the effects of exercise on blood glucose
levels, as measured by CGMS in subjects with type 2 diabetes, concluded
that exercise significantly decreased average glucose concentrations
(-0.8 mmol/L) and daily time spent in hyperglycemia in these patients,
whereas fasting glucose levels and daily time spent in hypoglycaemia
were not significantly affected [26]. A previous systematic review,
carried out considering data collected before the CGMS age, had
also reported that fasting glycemia was not consistently reduced
following exercise [27]. However, no reliable information about the
other outcomes reported by the metaanalysis was previously available.
Nevertheless, we must be aware that even this metaanalysis was based
on the results of a few, small-size and heterogeneous studies, differing
J Diabetes Metab
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in terms of type and intensity of exercise, exercise session daytime and
duration of intervention.
To the best of our knowledge, eleven studies have assessed the
impact of a single session of exercise on glucose concentrations in the
following 24- to 48-h period, with discordant results. In particular, six
of these studies reported significant changes in the average glucose
levels during the 24-h period following a single bout of exercise while
five other studies did not.
Manders et al. [28] assessed the impact of a single bout of low- or
high-intensity aerobic exercise on the prevalence of hyperglycemia
throughout the 24-h post-exercise period, in 9 sedentary males with
type 2 diabetes. Interestingly, they found that the low-intensity aerobic
exercise, but not the high-intensity exercise, was able to reduce the
average glucose levels over the following 24 hours vs the control
non-exercise day. More recently, the same group reported a similar
reduction of blood glucose levels after 24-h and 48-h of either daily
or alternate day moderate aerobic exercise, in both insulin and noninsulin treated type 2 diabetic patients [23]. Again, the same authors,
in another study [29], assessed the effect of a single bout of moderateintensity exercise on the subsequent 24-h glycemic profile in 60 insulin
or non-insulin treated subjects with type 2 diabetes. In this study they
examined whether the individual responses to exercise were related
to subjects’ baseline characteristics. These authors found that average
24-h blood glucose concentrations were lower than in a control nonexercise day. Moreover, the reduction after exercise in average glucose
concentrations correlated significantly with patients’ HbA1c level,
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but not with age, body mass index, diabetes duration or maximal
watt. More recently, this group also compared the effect of 45 min of
moderate intensity aerobic exercise with an equivalent time spent in
three short bouts of low-intensity daily life activities [30]. In this study,
aerobic exercise only was effective in lowering average glucose levels.
Mikus et al. [31], in a group of sedentary diabetic patients, assessed
by CGMS the glucose profiles over three days of habitual life activities
and in the last three days of a seven-day period in which 60 min of
daily vigorous aerobic training was introduced. They reported that
average glucose levels in the 24-h period following these exercise
sessions were not different from values measured during habitual
sedentary conditions. However, post-prandial glucose and duration
of hyperglycemia were significantly lowered after exercise. The same
group [32] recently explored the 48-h effects of a single bout of this
protocol of vigorous aerobic exercise, performed early in the morning.
In this latter study, average glucose was significantly reduced during
the first 24-h period. In addition, the cumulative glucose response to all
meals over the two days was also reduced, whereas analysis of glucose
responses to each meal showed that exercise especially reduced the
postprandial values of lunch on the first day [32].
Karstoft et al. [33], in 27 diabetic subjects randomized to a
continuous walking training group, an interval walking training group
- matched in terms of mean intensity of exercise and overall energy
expenditure - or a non-exercise control group for 4 months, reported
that interval training was superior to moderate intensity exercise in
lowering average daily glucose levels. Consistently, Little et al. [34]
reported lowered average 24-h glucose and cumulative postprandial
glucose levels, as compared to pre-training values, after a total of six
supervised sessions of high intensity interval training over two weeks.
However, in both these studies post-intervention CGMS measurements
were performed 48-72 hours after completion of the training program.
Therefore these data cannot be used to analyze the acute effect of
exercise, although the may reflect the long-term metabolic changes
induced by regular physical activity. Interestingly, in a small study
carried out on seven of the subjects investigated by Little et al. [34],
postprandial glucose and time spent in hyperglycemia in the 24-h
period following the first bout of high intensity interval training were
both significantly reduced, although average 24-h glucose levels were
not significantly reduced [35].
Praet et al. [21] did not show any significant reduction in mean
blood glucose concentrations during the 24-h period following
exercise, in comparison with a non-exercise day. Similarly, in our study
[20] we did not detect a significant change in blood glucose AUC over
a 48-h period following a session of moderate resistance exercise, in a
group of trained diabetic patients performing regular physical activity.
Similar findings were reported by Figueira et al. [24] after a session of
more vigorous exercise, either combined or aerobic alone.
Cauza et al. [36], in a 4-month intervention study in which
participants were randomized to strength or endurance training,
reported that strength training led to a significant decrease in average
glucose concentrations, as measured by CGMS, while aerobic training
did not. However, post-intervention measurements were performed
several days after patients had completed the training programme and
therefore these data only explored the long-term effect of exercise.
Some of these studies have also specifically investigated the effect
of a single bout of exercise on the prevalence of hyperglycemia and/
or hypoglycaemia. Van Dijk et al. [22], in a sample of 30 subjects with
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type 2 diabetes, showed that time spent in hyperglycemia over the 24-h
period after a single bout of exercise was less with either aerobic or
resistance training, as compared with a non-exercise day. The same
group [28] reported better results with low-intensity aerobic exercise,
than with high-intensity aerobic exercise. In agreement with these
findings, the same authors found a reduction in the prevalence of
hyperglycemia after an acute bout of leg resistance exercise training
followed by high-intensity interval exercise [21], as well as after daily or
alternate day moderate intensity aerobic exercise, as compared to nonexercise. Interestingly, 45 min of moderate aerobic exercise was also
better than an equivalent amount of time spent in low-intensity daily
life activities in reducing hyperglycemia duration and postprandial
glucose levels, although cumulative glucose response to all main meals
was also significantly lowered by daily life activities [30]. Mikus et al. as
well, reported reduced duration of daily time spent in hyperglycemia
and lowered postprandial glucose levels after moderate intensity
aerobic exercise [31].
Conversely, Bacchi et al. [20] did not show a decrease in
HBGI, a parameter which summarizes both duration and extent of
hyperglycemia, in the 24-h period after a single bout of either aerobic or
resistance exercise. Consistent with these findings, Figueira et al. [24]
did not detect differences in hyperglycemia episodes in the 24-h period
following a session of aerobic or combined exercise, as compared with
a non-exercise day.
Five studies focused on the risk for hypoglycaemia [11-13,17,31],
after different types of exercise. Praet et al. [21] and Van Dijk et al.
[29] did not find changes in the duration or the number of episodes
of hypoglycaemia, respectively, during the 24-h time frame following
exercise. Conversely, Bacchi et al. [20] and Van Dijk et al. [22] reported
different findings. Interestingly, in the first study, aimed at comparing
the effect of aerobic or resistance exercise, an increased risk for
hypoglycaemia, as measured by the LBGI - which summarizes both
the extent and duration of hypoglycaemia - was reported during the
nocturnal period following aerobic training but not after resistance
training [20]. In the second study, which also compared aerobic and
resistance exercise, the time spent in hypoglycaemia was similarly
increased after aerobic exercise, but this phenomenon occurred
earlier, in the evening [22]. A likely explanation for the difference in
the time frame in which hypoglycaemia occurred is the time of day
of the exercise sessions, which was in the late afternoon in our study
vs in the late morning in the van Dijk study. Thus in both studies,
increased risk for hypoglycaemia occurred with a similar time lag
after the exercise sessions. This information could be important, as
these findings suggest that particular attention should be paid to the
risk of hypoglycaemia 6-12 h after moderate intensity aerobic exercise.
However, at odds with these findings, Mikus et al. [31] found a reduced
time spent in hypoglycaemia after moderate intensity aerobic exercise.
This latter study did not specify the exercise session daytime and did
not report when this improvement was observed, precluding further
analysis of these findings.
A few studies investigated by CGMS the effects of exercise in terms
of glucose variability, which is a risk factor for all-cause mortality
in type 2 diabetic patients [37]. Praet et al. reported that glucose
variability, as measured by continuous overall net glycemic action
(CONGA), was not significantly different in the 24 hours preceding
and following combined resistance and high-intensity interval exercise
[21]. Conversely, Mikus et al. who compared glucose excursions over
three days of habitual activity and during the final three days of a seven-
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day aerobic exercise training program in previously sedentary patients
with well controlled type 2 diabetes, reported that glycaemic variability
was attenuated during the training period [31]. More recently, Figueira
et al. estimated glucose variability by several conventional (glucose
standard deviation, glucose variance, mean amplitude of glycemic
excursions, and glucose coefficient of variation), and non-conventional
analyses (spectral and symbolic analysis) in diabetic patients performing
a single bout of either aerobic or combined exercise [24]. In this study,
non-conventional analysis suggested reduction of glucose variability
in the 24-h period following combined exercise, whereas conventional
measures did not show differences vs. the non-exercise day.
As a whole, it appears from these findings that it may be still
problematic to accurately foresee the expected blood glucose changes
during and following a single bout of different types of exercise in
diabetic patients. Type 2 diabetes is a heterogeneous disease and the
different medications used for diabetes treatment interact differently
with the metabolic effects of physical activity. Moreover, as reported
above, glucose control itself may affect the blood glucose response to
exercise [25]. A possible explanation for these discrepancies also relies
in the different training status of diabetic subjects, sedentary vs. trained.
Bearing in mind the limitations of available data, current
information suggests that moderate intensity exercise may cause greater
blood glucose reduction than either low-intensity or high intensity
exercise [28,30], although some data challenge this conclusion [33].
Differences in the balance between the opposite effects of exerciseinduced glucose utilization and counterregulatory hormone-induced
glucose production possibly underlie this phenomenon.
Similarly, as regards comparison of aerobic and resistance exercise,
results are still limited and controversial. Whereas van Dijk et al. in
sedentary patients included in a short-term study, concluded that there
were very similar reductions in glucose levels over the 24 hour period
following a single bout of aerobic or resistance exercise [22], Bacchi et
al. in trained patients participating in a 4-month intervention study,
reported greater glucose reduction after the aerobic exercise, during
both the exercise session and the nocturnal period following exercise
[20]. These discrepancies could indicate a complex interaction between
exercise characteristics and duration of training in terms of effect of
exercise on glucose levels. Nevertheless, a greater reduction of glucose
concentrations with increased time spent in hypoglycemia after aerobic
exercise was also seen in the van Dijk study, if we consider the 6 to 12-h
period after exercise [22].
Nonetheless, these preliminary findings indicate the urgent need for
larger studies, now made possible by the CGMS technology, designed
to clarify this very important clinical issue. Future research should take
into account a number of factors potentially affecting glucose response
to exercise in diabetic patients, such as the characteristics of exercise
(frequency, intensity, duration and type), training status of the patients,
metabolic control, antidiabetic therapy, diet composition, and distance
of exercise sessions from the meals and timing of exercise bouts.

Summary
Recent studies carried out by using the CGMS, which allows the
continuous recording of blood glucose levels for several days in real
life conditions, have raised great interest concerning the possible
differences of the acute effect of a single bout of exercise on blood
glucose levels of individuals with type 2 diabetes. In particular,
differences between aerobic vs. resistance and combined exercise and
between low-intensity vs high-intensity exercise have been reported.
J Diabetes Metab
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These differences may influence diet and hypoglycemic medication
adaptation to exercise used in diabetic patients. However, there are
only a few, small and heterogeneous studies on this topic, and their
results are to some extent discordant, limiting any conclusions. These
studies included either trained or untrained diabetic patients, and this
difference might contribute to the discrepant findings.
Further research on this issue is needed before we can reach clear
conclusions, which are crucial to our understanding of how to optimize
the use of exercise in people with type 2 diabetes. In particular,
the role of differences in frequency, duration, intensity, type and
timing of exercise should be thoroughly investigated. Hopefully, this
information will assist clinicians and exercise specialists in designing
personalized exercise programmes and strategies aimed at optimally
improving glucose control of type 2 diabetic patients, limiting the risk
for hypoglycaemia.
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